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Abstract Target detection is always an important application in hyperspectral image processing

field. In this paper, a spectral-spatial target detection algorithm for hyperspectral data is proposed.

The spatial feature and spectral feature were unified based on the data filed theory and extracted by

weighted manifold embedding. The novelties of the proposed method lie in two aspects. One is the

way in which the spatial features and spectral features were fused as a new feature based on the data

field theory, and the other is that local information was introduced to describe the decision bound-

ary and explore the discriminative features for target detection. The extracted features based on

data field modeling and manifold embedding techniques were considered for a target detection task.

Three standard hyperspectral datasets were considered in the analysis. The effectiveness of the pro-

posed target detection algorithm based on data field theory was proved by the higher detection rates

with lower False Alarm Rates (FARs) with respect to those achieved by conventional hyperspectral

target detectors.
� 2018 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

17

18 1. Introduction

19 With the development of imaging techniques, hyperspectral
20 imaging instrument has already became a very important data
21 source in many applications, including medical and health
22 application,1 Earth monitoring,2 agriculture monitoring appli-
23 cations,3 and military target detection.4,5

24Usually, HyperSpectral Imagery (HSI) processing focuses
25on the analysis and recognition of spectral data collected by
26sensors. As is well known, the spectral data are widely used
27for ground truth classification and target detection. Several
28classic target detection algorithms for multispectral and hyper-
29spectral data have been proposed, such as: (A) the detector
30based on the probability density model, including the Adaptive
31Coherence Estimator (ACE)6 and constrained energy mini-
32mization (CEM) method.7 ACE detector is essentially a gener-
33alized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) detector with a cone
34decision boundary. CEM obeys the criterion that target sam-
35ples should have as intensive responses as possible while back-
36ground samples should have as weak responses as possible; (B)
37the target detection approaches based on the geometric mod-
38els, such as Orthogonal Subspace Projection (OSP) approach,7
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39 and Adaptive Subspace Detector (ASD).8 OSP projects the
40 spectral data onto an orthogonal subspace and restrains back-
41 ground samples by using a linear subspace model. ASD is a
42 GLRT detector based on the linear mixture model, which
43 achieves the target detection by estimating the abundance of
44 the endmembers; (C) spectral matching detector, such as Spec-
45 tral Angle Mapper (SAM) technique,9 adaptive matched filter
46 (AMF)10 and the Kernel-Based Regularized-Angle Spectral
47 Matching (KAR-SM)11 algorithm. SAM identifies unknown
48 spectral signatures by the similarity measurement to a prior
49 known spectrum, which is another important kind of HSI tar-
50 get detection method. AMF is a further advance of the tradi-
51 tional spectral matched filter, and employs the estimated
52 background clutter covariance matrix to describe the local
53 statistics information. KAR-SM improves the spectral match-
54 ing performance by introducing the kernel technique and reg-
55 ularized spectral angle. Moreover, some feature extraction
56 techniques are employed for HSI target detection, typically
57 the manifold embedding based approaches. The manifold
58 embedding method is a nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction
59 (DR) technology, which focuses on exploring the manifold
60 embedded in the high-dimensional space by keeping some local
61 properties. In Ref. 12,13, two frameworks that unify different
62 DR approaches, including their linearization, were proposed
63 based on the manifold embedding idea. Typical manifold
64 embedding target detection approaches including Manifold
65 Embedding (ME)13 detector, Unsupervised transfer learning
66 based target detection (UTLD)14 which is also named as
67 Transfer Manifold Embedding (TME) in Ref. 15, and Sparse
68 Transfer Manifold Embedding (STME) technique.15 TME
69 detector preserves the discriminative information from training
70 data to testing data which are not in the same feature space
71 and with different data distributions by using a transfer regu-
72 larization term. STME utilizes discriminative manifold embed-
73 ding to extract spectral features and avoids the possible over-
74 fitting in small sample size learning by introducing sparse
75 and transfer constraints.
76 From the aspect of imaging mechanism, there should be a
77 relationship between the spectral information and spatial
78 information, because spatial neighbors always affect the mea-
79 sured signal by secondary illumination in HSI. The adjacency
80 effects caused by surface reflection and atmospheric scattering
81 have been shown in Ref. 16. Several spectral-spatial classifica-
82 tion methods17–19 for HSI have been proposed. The spectral
83 features and spatial features are actually extracted and pro-
84 cessed independently in these methods. A drawback of these
85 approaches is that the spectral features and spatial features
86 are measured in different scales. Hence, the spectral and spatial
87 features are usually simply stacked. Moreover, the spatial
88 information extraction always relies on rich prior image infor-
89 mation and image segment, which are difficult to be achieved
90 in target detection application. A Data Field based Support
91 Vector Detector (DFSVD)20 was proposed to achieve the
92 spectral-spatial target detection for HSIs. Based on the data
93 field modeling, the spectral information and spatial informa-
94 tion are fused as data field potential. Then, a hyper-sphere with
95 higher potential for target detection is determined by using the
96 support vectors. However, the spatial k-NNs in DFSVD are
97 simply regarded as unit charges, which may make the spatial
98 information lost. Besides, the charge characteristic of the spa-
99 tial k-NNs is mutually set according to target types, which may
100 also bring errors to target detection results. Another data field

101based method for HSI classification was proposed in Ref. 21.
102The classification method in Ref. 21 fused the spectral and spa-
103tial features based on a linear fusion model. It should be noted
104that the weight coefficient can be effectively learned and
105describe the inner connection between spectral and spatial fea-
106tures due to the rich label information.
107In this paper, a spectral-spatial hyperspectral target detec-
108tion method on the basis of data field theory is proposed.
109The spectral information and spatial information are unified
110as radiation features in the data field modeling in both the
111spectral space and image spatial space. Then, local information
112is introduced to the discriminative manifold embedding in
113order to explore the discriminative information for target
114detection which lies in the decision boundary and emphasize
115the samples located in the boundary margins. Hence, the two
116data fields are fused and the most discriminative features that
117contain both spectral and spatial information are extracted.
118The performance of the presented target detection algorithm
119is demonstrated by three widely used HSI test datasets. Differ-
120ent from the data field based classification method in Ref. 21
121which trained a weight coefficient, the target detection algo-
122rithm in this paper aims to train an optimal transfer matrix,
123which can be seen as a structure feature of the target samples
124in the data field modeling.
125This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
126proposed data field modeling approach in HSI. Section 3
127proposes the feature extraction method inspired by manifold
128learning idea with the data field modeling. In Section 4, the
129experimental results on three HSI test datasets are analyzed
130and illustrated. Furthermore, the determining method and
131the influence of the key parameters on the algorithm perfor-
132mance are discussed in this section. The contributions of
133this study are presented and conclusions are drawn in
134Section 5.

1352. Data field modeling

136In this paper, we first unify the spatial information and spec-
137tral information by the introduction of data fields. In order
138to apply the field theory in physics to mathematical modeling,
139data field was proposed and used for simulating the physical
140field. In a data field, data always interacted with each other.
141Due to the data interaction, according to the data field idea,
142the property of a data point in data fields is jointly determined
143by itself and the data interacted with it. For the purpose to
144describe the data interaction in data fields, data can be consid-
145ered as radiation sources and the radiation effects between the
146data can be seen as the descriptions of the data interactions. In
147this study, data field theory is employed for the data modeling
148in HSIs. Thus, the identification for a test pixel is not merely
149dependent on its own reflectance spectra signatures, but also
150the relationships with other pixels in the HSI.
151By prior knowledge, a training sample set can be obtained
152which consists of two parts: a positive training set denoted by

153fxigi¼1;2;...;Ni
and a negative training set denoted by fxlgl¼1;2;...;Nl

.

154In the paper, positive samples are represented by subscript i
155and negative samples are denoted by l. Further, N ¼ Ni þNl

156denotes the size of the training set, where Ni and Nl denote
157the positive sample number and the negative sample number,
158respectively. In this paper, for the purpose of data field model-
159ing in HSI, several rules are proposed as follows:
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